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Z2-FIXED SETS OF STATIONARY POINT FREE Z4-ACTIONS

CLAUDINA IZEPE RODRIGUES

(Communicated by Frederick R. Cohen)

Abstract. In this work we consider the question: Which classes in the unori-

ented bordism group of free Z2-actions can be realized as the Z2-fixed set of

stationary point free Z4-action on a closed manifold with Z2-fixed point set

having constant codimension k ?

1. Introduction

In [3] Capobianco studied the fixed sets of involutions. He showed that the

set of classes in the Thom bordism group JVn formed by manifolds that can be

realized as the fixed set of an involution with the fixed set having codimension

k is JVn if k is even and is the subgroup of classes in j¥n with zero Euler

characteristic if k is odd where 2 < k < « .
A stationary point free Z4-action is a Z4-action with every isotropy subgroup

being either Z2 or the unit subgroup. Given a closed manifold with a stationary

point free Z4-action, one can consider the fixed point set of the action restricted

to Z2 with the action induced by the Z4-action on it. So, one obtains an element

in the unoriented bordism group of free Z2-actions, and it will be called the Z2-

fixed point set of the Z4-action.

In this work we consider the question: Which classes in the unoriented bor-

dism group of free Z2-actions can be realized as the Z2-fixed set of stationary

point free Z4-action on a closed manifold with Z2-fixed point set having con-

stant codimension k ?

Denote by Ck the set of classes in the «-dimensional bordism group of Z2-

free actions that can be realized as the Z2-fixed point set of a stationary point

free Z4-action on a closed (« + /c)-manifold. The main result is the following:

Theorem.
(a) Cx = (0) ;

(b) Ck = yy^({{ 1}}) if k is even and « > 0 ;

(c) Ck = Xn[S°, -1] + Xn-\[SX, -1] if k odd and 2 < k < « - 1, where
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•^«Z2({{1}}) « ^ n-dimensional group of Z2-free actions and x* w ^ s<?i 0/
classes in yK with zero Euler characteristic.

2. Even codimension

Let ^CZ4({{ 1}, Z2}) be the unoriented bordism group of stationary point free

Z4-actions and ^"^({{l}}) the unoriented bordism group of free Z2-actions.

There is the restriction homomorphism

p:^^({{l},Z2})-^({{l},Z2}),

which assigns to [M, T] the class [M, T2]. The Z2-fixed point set of [M, T]
in ^Z"({{1}, Z2}) is the free involution [FTiM, V], where FTiM is the fixed

point set of p([M, T]) = [M, T2] and V = T\FTiM.
Next, consider the J¥* -module homomorphism

FZ2:yT^({{l},Z2})^^({{l}}),

which assigns to [M, T] the class of the Z2-fixed point set of [M, T]. The

objective of this work is to study the homomorphism 7% . We denote the set

of classes in J^HH 1}}) that can be realized as the Z2-fixed set of a stationary

point free Z4-action [Vn+k , T] by Ck .

There is a Z4-action on a sphere [Sr~x+2->, T], where T is given by

T(xx, ... , xr, zx, ... , zj) = (-xx, ... , -xr, izx, ... , izj) with i = y/^î

whose Z2-fixed point set is [Sr~ ', -1 ]. It is well known that the classes

[Sr~x, -1] form a basis for ^CZ2({{1}}) as an JÇ-module; therefore, if k = 2j

even we have that the image of FZl is J^2({{1}}) and Ck =yV^({{l}}) for

all k even. Thus, we are reduced to the case of k being odd.

3. Codimension one

Let -^"({{l}, Z2}, {{1}}) be the relative bordism group of Z4-actions with

isotropy group {1} or Z2 on manifolds with boundary for which the action is

free on the boundary. There is an exact sequence

^({{1}, Z2}) -^({{1}, Z2}, {{1}}) ±J?*({{1}})

and an isomorphism
*

F:^({{l},Z2},{{l}})^@^%({{l}})(BOk(C°°))

*:=0

with

^-\({{l}})(BO,(C00))S^_,(BO,(C00)xZ27ÍZ2),

where

BOk(C°°) xz, EZ2 S BSO¿. xßZ4    for k odd

(see [1, p. 85]).
The boundary homomorphism d sends the k = 1 summand isomorphically

to ^Z4({{1}})- Tnis says that for k = 1, Cxn = (0). Therefore, we may

assume k > 1 and odd.

4. A construction

Being given a closed manifold with a free Z4-action [Np, T] and an in-

volution [Wq, /], one can form a quotient (Np x Wq)/(T2 x /) with the in-
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duced Z4-action T x 1 . The Z2-fixed point set is (N/T2) x FtW with invo-

lution T x 1. If -W is closed, then also (TV x W)/(T2 x t) is closed, and if
W has boundary on which t is free then T x 1 acts freely on the boundary

<9((TV x W)I(T2 x /)) = (TV x dW)l(T2 x f).

Lemma 4.1. The map

cp: J^<({{1}}) ®x ^(BSO,) - ^({{l}})(BO,(C~)),

wAicA assigns to [N,T]x[P, c;} the class of [(TV x Dc;)/(T2 x -1), (T x 1)] is
an isomorphism for all k odd.

Proof. For all k odd, we have

^Z2({{l}})(BO,(C°°)) S^(BO,(C°°) xZ2£Z2)

= y^(BSO/t xßZ4)    (see [1, p. 86])

S y^(BSO^) ®^. JC(BZ4),

by Kunneth theorem.
Next, consider the homomorphism

Fc:^({{l}})^yV^({{l}}),

which sends [TV, T] to [TV/ T2 , T]. Thus we have

Theorem 4.2. The image of the homomorphism Fc is the JK-submodule gener-

ated by the free involutions [RP(2n)][S°, -1] a«i/ [CP(n)][Sx, -1], wAere «

runs through the nonnegative integers.

Proof. First, we recall that ^z"({{ 1}}) is freely generated as an JC-module by

extensions of the antipodal actions on even-dimensional spheres, y2n = [S2n xZ2

Z4, 1 x i] and y2„+i = [S2"+1, i] where i = \f^î~.

Now, calculating the image of Fc on the generators of ^Z4({{1}}), we have

Fc([S2n xZl Z4, 1 x ¿]) = [(S2" xZ2 Z4)/(l x -1), 1 x /]

= [7<7>(2«)][S°,-1]

and

7v([52"+1 , /]) = [S2n+Xl- 1 , /] = [7cP(2« + 1), i].

Next,   to see that   [RP(2n + 1), i]   =   [CP(n)][Sx, -1],   consider   /:

7?P(2« -(- 1) -» 73Z2 classifying the Z2-bundle S2"4-' -> 7?7J(2« +1) and g:

RP(2n + 1)/Z2 -> 7iZ4  classifying the Z4-bundle S2n+X -> 7Î7J(2« + 1)/Z2,

where Z4 acts on S2n+X by multiplication by i = \f~\. Let p: RP(2n + 1) —»

RP(2n + 1)/Z2 be the canonical projection.  Thus, we have the commutative

diagrams

7?F(2« + 1)       -£    5Z2

RP(2n+ 1)/Z2    -i    73Z4

and

H*(RP(2n + 1);Z2)      C    H*(BZ2;Z2)
p" î T

H*(RP(2n+l)/Z2;Z2)    C    77*(7JZ4; Z2)
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Therefore, since /* and g* are isomorphisms in dimensions < 2«+l, we have

H*(RP(2n + 1)/Z2 ; Z2) S Z2[xx, x2]/(x2 = 0, x!¡+x = 0), where xx - g*(a)

and x2 = g*(ß) being a, ß the generators of 77*(5Z4; Z2) 3 Z2[a, ß]/(a2 =

0,/J"+1 =0).
Now, considering the map

7?/°(2« + 1)/Z2 -i 73Z4 -> 73Z2

classifying the involution [7?7'(2« + 1), i], we see that the characteristic class

of this involution is c = xx and c; = 0 for all j > 1 .

Next, let £ be the linear bundle over complex projective 2«-space CP(n).

Thus, S2n+X can be identified with the total space of the sphere bundle of c¡,

i.e., S2n+X = S(c¡). In the same way, we have RP(2n + 1) = S(t¡ ® c\) and

RP(2n + 1 )/Z2 = S(Ç ® t\ ® ̂  <S> Ç). The tangent bundle of S(c¡ ® £, <8> £, ® £) is
equivalent to 7t*(T(CP(«)))©7r*(^®^®i(gi^), where n: RP(2n+l)/Z2 -* CP(n)

is the projection. Thus, the Stiefel-Whitney class of RP(2n + 1)/Z2 is

w(RP(2n + 1)/Z2) = 7i*(w(CP(n)))n*(w(cl ®Ç®c;®c:))

= (1 +x2)"+1(l +4x2) = (1 +x2)n+x.

On the other hand, considering the involution [CP(n)][Sx, -1], the character-

istic class of this involution is given by c' = 1 x a» , where a- is the generator

of Hx(RP(l) ; Z2) and the Stiefel-Whitney class of CP(n) x RP(l) is

;(CP(«)x7?P(l)) = ¿("+1)a2xl,

i=0

where a2 is the generator of H2(CP(n) ; Z2).

Therefore, it is easy to see that all of the involutions numbers of the two

involutions are the same. Hence the theorem follows.

5. An upper bound

Consider the JV» -module homomorphism

Tz2-.yv^({{\},z2},{{i}})^yv^({{i}})

mapping the class of [M, T] into the class of [M, T2] and recall that

*

({{1},Z2},{{1}}) = 0^({{1}})(BO,(C°°)).
A:=0

Now, considering

0 sV%({{l}})(BOk(C°°)),
k=\,
k odd

we have

Theorem 5.1.

F*    0 ^({{mXBO^C00))   =yK[S°,-i]+yK-x[Sx,-i].
k=\

■ k odd
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Proof. Using the isomorphism of the Lemma 4.1, we may calculate the image

of FZl on the elements [D£,k xZ2 TV, 1 x /], where [TV, t] runs through a set

of generators of J^J"* ({{I}}) • Then we have that

Fz2([Di;k xZ2 (S2r> xZ2 Z4), 1 x 1 x /]) = [P][(S2n xZl Z4)/(l x -1), 1 x i]

= [P][RP(2n)][S°,-l],

where P is the base space of £,k , and

fi*([D& xz2 S2n+X , 1 x /]) = [P][RP(2n + 1), /]

= [P][CP(n)][Sx,-l],

as in the proof of the Theorem 4.2. Thus, it follows that JC[S°, -1] +
¿K-X[SX, -1] contains the image.

Now, taking the free Z4-actions [S° xZl Z4, 1 x /'], [Sx, i], and the bundle

[P, t\k\ with the base space P consisting of a single point, we see that

FZl([Dt:k xZ2 (S° xZ2 Z4), 1 x 1 x /]) = [S°, -I]

and
FZ2([Dc¡kxZ2Sx, I x i]) = [Sx,-I].

Therefore, we have the result.

Note. By the above theorem, we see that

Ckc.yVn[S\-l]+yVn_x[Sx,-l]

for all n, k and k > 1 odd.

Theorem 5.2. Xn[S°, -1] + Xn-i[Sl, -1] C C* c yVn[S°, -1] +^_,[S', -1]
for all 2 < k < « - 1 and k odd, where x* is the set of classes in yK with zero
Euler characteristic.

Proof. Let M" and TV"-1 be in Xn and Xn-\ - respectively. By Capobianco

[3], there are involutions [Vxn+k , Tx] and [V2n~x+k , T2] such that the fixed point

sets are Mn and TV"-1 , respectively, for all 2 < k < « - 1 and k odd. Thus,

the stationary point free Z4-action

[(F,xZ4)/(r,x-l), lx/] + [(K2xSl)/(T2x-l), Ixi]

has Z2-fixed point set [Mn][S°, -1] + [TV"-1 HS1, -1].

6.  EULER CHARACTERISTICS

Let g,:JC(BOk_x) -* sK(BSOk) be the map given by g.([M, £k~1]) =
[M, Çk~x e det¿¡k~x] ; this map is well defined. In fact, calculating the Stiefel-

Whitney class of the bundle Çk~x © det£fc-1, we have

ti/(i*-' ©det^-1) = ^(^-^^(det^-1)

= (l+Wx + ... + wk_x)(l+wx)

= l + (u;i +wx) + (w2 + wf) + --- + wk_xwx

= 1 + (w2 + W2) -I-1- wk_xwx,

where w;, are the Stiefel-Whitney classes of the bundle ¿¡k~x . Thus, the first

Stiefel-Whitney class of the bundle ¿\k~x ©det^-1 is zero and Çk~l ©det^-1

is orientable, i.e., the given class is in JC(BSOk).
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Now, recall that 77*(BSOfc, Z2) = Z2[v2, ... ,vk] and 77*(BO^_, ; Z2) =

Z2[^i ,v2, ... , v'k_{], where v = 1 +v2-\-+ vk and v' = 1 +v[ -\-H^._.

are the total universal Whitney classes in Tf^BSO^ ; Z2) and H*(BOk_x ; Z2),

respectively. Next, let g*: H*(BSOk ; Z2) -r» H*(BOk_x ; Z2) be the induced
map given by g*(v) = v'(l +v[). Since g* is monic, [4, 17.3] implies that g*

is epic.
Now, taking J = (j(l), j(2), ... , j(k - 1)) a (k - l)-tuple of nonnegative

integers with j(l) > j(2) > ■■■ > j(k - 1) and considering ¿¡J the bundle

Pi «/en) ®Pi{ïj(i)) e • • • ® Pk-Áim-x))

© (PÍ(íy(i)) ®P2(Í7(2)) ® •• • ®PÍ-i(Íj(*-d))

over TÎT5-7 = RP(j(\))xRP(j(2)) x ■ ■ -xRP(j(k-l)), where <f;M is the canon-

ical line bundle over the projective space RP(j(i)) and p¡: RPJ —> RP(j(i))

is the projection onto the z'th factor, we have

Lemma 6.1. The bundles ¿¡J, J = (j(l), j(2), ... , j(k-l)) with j (I) > j (2) >
•••> j(k - 1) > 0 constitute a set of generators for JC(BSOk).

Proof. The result follows by the above remarks and [5, 3.4.2].

Theorem 6.2. The kernel of the homomorphism
n

G: 0^Z4({{l}})®x^-,(BSO,)

-^-i({{1}})-^-,({{1}})

is contained in the set of classes [a] suchthat FZl([a]) belongs to Xn[S°, -l] +

Xn-i[Sx, -I], for all n, k odd and k > 1.

Proof. It is sufficient to verify the result for all the generators of ^CZ"({{1}})

and JC(BSOk). Considering the even 2/-dimensional generators of ^CZ"({{1}})

and being given the bundle [T3,^] an element in y^_2/(BSO¿), we have

G([S21 xZl Z4, 1 x /], [P, £]) = [S21 x Z2, 1 x -1][S(Ç). -1] = 0 since [S21 x

Z2, lx-1] is boundary in y^({{l}}) ; and FZ2([S21 xZl Z4 , 1 x /], [P, c¡]) =

(RP(2l)xP)[S°, -1] with x(BP(2l)xP) = 0 since the dimension of RP(2l)x

P is 2/ + (« - 21) = « odd.
Now, considering [RPJ ,¿¡J] a generator of J/n_2!_x(BSOk) and odd (2/+1)-

dimensional generators of ^CZ"({{1}}), we have

G([S2I+X, /], [RPJ, {']) = [52/+1, -1][S{ZJ), -1],

and taking the isomorphism F: ^CZ2({{1}}) ̂  JC(RP°°), we see that

F([S2I+X, -i][S{ÇJ), -1]) = [RP(2l + 1) -> RP°°][RP(¿:J) -* RP°°]

[f: RP(2l + 1) x RP(t;J) -, RP°°],

by [7], where the map / classifies the bundle [RP(2l + 1) x RP(c¡J), yx ® y2]

with yx the line bundle over RP(2l+l) and y2 the line bundle over RP(i;J).

Calculating the Whitney number (cwn+k_2, on+k_x) of the map /, where c =

a2¡+x x 1 and a2¡+x is the generator of Hx(RP(2l + 1) ; Z2), we have

(cwn+k_2, &H+k-l) = ((a2/+i x l)wn+k_2(RP(2l + 1) x RP(£,J)), on+k_x)

= ((o2/+, x 1) ((2/2)2)«2/+i) XX(RPAZJÏ), On+k-iY
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On the other hand,

FZ2([S2l+x, /], [RPJ,tJ]) = (CP(l) xRPJ).[Sx,-l],

with

>J\ - r + l\al „ v/ppii
X(CP(l)xRPJ)=\f  't   jß'xX(RPJ),

where ß is the generator of H2(CP(l) ; Z2). Therefore, we conclude that

X(CP(l) x RPJ) = (cwn+k_2,an+k_x). Thus, if *(C7>(/) x RPJ) £ 0, we

see that ([S2I+X, i], [RPJ , c¡J]) is not in the kernel of G.

Theorem 6.3.

(a) CB» = (0);

(b) Ck =AZ2({{1}}) for all n>0 and k even;

(c) Ck =Xn[S°, -l] + Xn-\[Sx, -1] for 2<k<n- 1 and fc odtf.

TVoo/. Considering fc odd and « even, let [Af, /] = A[S°, -1] + TJfS1, -1]
be in Ck c yfn[S°, -1] + ^-i[5" , -1] and [Vn+k, T] a stationary point

free Z4-action such that [Mn, t] is the Z2-fixed point set. Then, « + fc is

odd, so #(V) = 0. Since the Z4-action T free on V - M, we have that

X(M) = 0 mod 4 . Then, M/t = A + (B x RP( 1 )) in#„, *(7l//r) = 0 mod 2 ,
and #(7? x RP(l)) = 0, since the dimension of B xRP(l) is « - 1 odd, imply

that x(A) = 0, i.e., A belongs to Xn ■ One has Xn-\ = -^n-i since n - 1 is

odd; therefore, we have that Ck = Xn[s°, -1] + /f«-i[-S'1 » -1] for fc odd and
« even.

Next, for fc odd and « odd, we have the exact sequence and commutative

diagram

({{1},Z2}) - ^Z4({{1},Z2},{{1}})    -   ^,({{1}})

7^2^* ♦"""""Fz-,

^({{1}})
Thus,

Z«[50,-l] + z«-i[S',-l]cCÍ

c(^[50,-l]+^„_1[^1,-l])nFZ2(kerÖ)

by the exactness of the sequence and Theorem 5.2. Further, since FZ2(kerd) c

Xn[S°, -1] + Xn-\[SX, -1] by the Theorem 6.2, we conclude that

Xn[S°, -l] + Xn-l[SX , -1] C C* C Xn[S°, -l]+Xn-l[SX , -1];

that is, Ck = Xn[S°, -l] + Xn-i[Sx, -I] for fc odd and « odd.
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